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Pittsburgh. This enterprise was so typical of his genius that I must
touch upon it a little.
The nature that could untie parcels and save the strings, and
could price-tag the most trivial purchase for a collection, could
also envision an industrial operation on a scale that might daunt
any individual capitalist to-day. The Ellsworth mines were a single-
handed enterprise for Father, yet the surface by-product plant alone
contemplated an investment of $100,000,000. Few operators of the
present would care to tackle such a development without partners.
There were hundreds of problems to solve, and a mistake or mis-
fortune anywhere along the line might result in disastrous ruin.
It was typical of Father that, in picking up this coal-field, he
took what other men rejected. The bituminous coal was rich and
plentiful, but it lay deep—four hundred feet down—and the entire
body was full of natural gas, very hard to control. Some of Father's
closest business friends advised him to keep out of it. More than
one company had gone broke in that field. In fact, the gas had
virtually stopped mining in the district. Consequently, coal rights
there were cheap.
Father untied and saved string, despising waste and having only
contempt for the waster. The smoke cloud above Pittsburgh he
saw not as the banner of prosperity but as a shameful flag of waste.
Besides polluting the sweet air, that smoke represented to him
enough electricity to turn every wheel in the Pittsburgh district,
including the railroad wheels, enough ammonia to double the
fertility of the farms in all that section of country, besides dyes,
perfumes, cosmetics, medicines, flavours, and all the other products
of coal tar. In other words, my father was the pioneer by-product
coal operator in the United States. From every ton of coal his
mines produced, he expected to get by-products to the value of
$1.50, leaving still metallurgical coke worth almost as much as the
coal itself.
His life philosophy was simple. He often spoke and wrote it in
a single sentence: "It is the little things that go to make the large
ones." A single executive mind, no matter how capable, might be
confused by the complexity of the entire operation in Washington
County, yet a good business man could take care of the details
one by one as he met them. The sum of the details would make

